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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The La Brea Tar Pits are a famous archaeological site and tourist attraction in the midst of downtown LA. If you visit the museum there, you’ll see several different kinds of fossil, ranging among plants, insects, rodents, and large animals. What is interesting about the Tar Pits is the explanation given for why we find so many different kinds of animal fossil there, especially the famous large fossils of Dire Wolves, Coyotes, Saber-Toothed Cats, and Mammoths. As it’s told, it probably all started with one single creature getting stuck in the thick, viscous liquid. Struggling to free itself, it would probably cry out, signaling its distress to other creatures. If that creature were a young mammoth, we can imagine that, like modern day elephants, older mammoths would have heard the cry and sought to intervene. Unwittingly, these efforts to help would have resulted in yet additional animals getting stuck in the tar. They too would have cried out in distress as they sought to escape the tar that gripped them. As their collective cries grew louder, other creatures would have been drawn to the pits. This time however, they weren’t the kind of creatures looking to help others, but predatory animals responding to what they might have thought was their lucky day. The wolves, coyotes and cats would have gathered to prey on the pitiful scene of other stuck creatures, only to find themselves also caught up in the mire. The grim end of the story is that all these creatures would have died, and while their flesh decomposed their bones sank into the pits, preserved for future discovery because of the nature of the tar. As gravel excavations struck oil near the surface in the 1800s, people discovered the remains of the animals locked away in the sediment. Hundreds of creatures and millions of plant, animal, and insect specimens have been found over more than a century. The journalist Amanda Ripley uses a similar description of the La Brea Tar Pits to develop a discussion of what she calls High Conflict. Ripley argues that conflict should not be understood in a singular manner, but rather that it takes a variety of forms and that it sometimes evolves. The Tar Pits are an analogy for high conflict, something that emerges when one conflict attracts the attention of others, pulling them in like an irresistible vortex, until, like the animals who died in the pits, many more people are embroiled in a situation that seems irresolvable. 



Talk and debate about 
identity has become a 
matter of “high conflict”.

We’re drawn in, and now 
we feel stuck.

High Conflict



Identity concerns are dominating

Controlling Discourse

“Identitarianism” -- a movement or widely accepted and 
enacted social tendency to treat identity categories as 
fundamental for what it means to be human and then uses 
those categories both to refer to people groups and arrange the 
boundaries of our social relationships



Recognition
Why Identity? Why Now?

Humans need recognition to flourish (e.g., mother for a child)
“Identity is public; it is how one is known.” (Leon Wieselteir)

Former ways of understanding identity have disappeared
generating a new impulse to figure out “who we are”

Disenchantment and Secularization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recognition – historically, in American society, there are a number of populations that have been under-recognized, or not recognized at all. Of course, in the history of the 20th century, it’s easiest to point to the increasing recognition of women since they achieved the right to vote, and furthermore, the civil rights afforded to Black Americans and many others during the 1960s. Since then however, with movements like the various waves of feminism, a number of other populations have sought to achieve recognition. And it seems that in many ways, recognition means normalization and acceptance not just of a group’s existence, but of their ways of life. As a result, we have seen holidays added to the calendar, like Kwanza in which certain identities and traditions are celebrated. We have seen further legal action for such things as same sex marriage, thus granting a kind of recognition to a particular identity group by affording them rights that are equal to others.So, we can at least say that the identitarian impulse in late modern culture has been and continues to be a movement toward greater recognition for specific groups of people, most often those who have been or considered themselves to be marginalized in some way, and possibly oppressed, sometimes violently. 



Recognition a la Identity
Why Identity? Why Now?

Acknowledging those previously under-represented or unrecognized: 
• women
• blacks
• immigrants
• GSMs
• working class
• and others

The Goal:
achieving a kind of equal and dignified recognition and flourishing for all 
people despite differences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recognition – historically, in American society, there are a number of populations that have been under-recognized, or not recognized at all. Of course, in the history of the 20th century, it’s easiest to point to the increasing recognition of women since they achieved the right to vote, and furthermore, the civil rights afforded to Black Americans and many others during the 1960s. Since then however, with movements like the various waves of feminism, a number of other populations have sought to achieve recognition. And it seems that in many ways, recognition means normalization and acceptance not just of a group’s existence, but of their ways of life. As a result, we have seen holidays added to the calendar, like Kwanza in which certain identities and traditions are celebrated. We have seen further legal action for such things as same sex marriage, thus granting a kind of recognition to a particular identity group by affording them rights that are equal to others.So, we can at least say that the identitarian impulse in late modern culture has been and continues to be a movement toward greater recognition for specific groups of people, most often those who have been or considered themselves to be marginalized in some way, and possibly oppressed, sometimes violently. 



Identity discovery is based in “feelings”

The Challenges of Identity

Feelings are sacrosanct – unassailable

Emotivism and individualism

How do we adjudicate between 
competing feelings without violating 
freedoms or rights?



The Challenges of Identity

Identity discovery is fashionable
It’s difficult to challenge the “winds and waves” 
of culture (Eph. 4.14); everyone is doing it

Public identity expression is heroic
Especially when done as a minority, it affords even 
more status to a person, which recognition already 
seeks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“The vigorous expression of identity in the face of oppression is not an exercise of narcissism, it is an exercise of heroism.” (Leon Wieselteir)If you’re not noticing identity issues in your school yet, you’re probably not paying attention (cf. screens as disciple-making)



The Challenges of Identity

Zero Sum Game
you “must” or you’re bad [and we’ll destroy you]

(notice the almost religious legalism here)

Example: Concordia University—Portland, 
LGBTQIA+ students, the LCMS



NEW Cultural Orthodoxy

The Challenges of Identity

Ex: “Woke Capitalism”
support for issues by 
corporations as “good business”

(i.e., NOT a marketing strategy for our 
schools!)



Identity Categories and Multiculturalism

The Challenges of Identity

Why? Emphasis on difference
Reductionism and Essentialism

Goals of both: social cohesion of all
Unintended consequence: social division



Lives are not reducible to 
identities

Our various identities are incorporated into 
relationships of responsibility we have while 
living in the world with others

Beyond Identity Categories



A Politics of Sameness



Created in God’s Image

God is a God of conversation and community 
• “let us make man in our own image” (Gen. 1.26)
• “it is not good for man to be alone” (Gen. 2.18)
• this is our lens for seeing all others

We all share in this IMAGE – “sameness”
• theological anthropology – what it means to be human
• an identity category that transcends all others
• a starting point for policies and discussions



Luther’s Doctrine of Vocation
Luther says that vocations are a “mask from 

God.” That is, God hides Himself in the 
workplace, the family, the Church, and the 

seemingly secular society.
~Gene Edward Veith, God at Work



Overcoming the Medieval Hierarchy

sacred

mundane (secular/temporal)

priests, nuns, monks, bishops, pope
anything “religious” (a catholic word for a churchly calling)

“closer to God” and more socially important 

butchers, bakers, candlestick makers, cobblers, farmers, 
merchants, beer brewers[!!], etc. 

”lesser than”, salvation more difficult

even if mundane

Luther:
No warrant for hierarchy
New doctrine articulated

Al callings are sacred



Overcoming the Medieval Hierarchy

sacred
priests, nuns, monks, bishops, pope
anything “religious” (a catholic word for a churchly calling)

“closer to God” and more socially important 

butchers, bakers, candlestick makers, cobblers, farmers, 
merchants, beer brewers[!!], etc. 

”lesser than”, salvation more difficult

even if mundane



Vocations are Callings

Vocation ≠ Job
• all jobs are vocations, but not all vocations are jobs

Relationships of Responsibility (not about ME, but others)

Our vocations are multiple—some permanent, others 
seasonal; some begin and never end, others endure only 
for a time



Callings in all areas of life
Church Home Citizen Neighbor
Layperson

(various roles)
Church professional

(various roles)

Child
Spouse
Parent
Sibling

Grandparent
Aunt/Uncle

Step-relation:
(parent, child, 

sibling)

Our jobs 
(livelihood)

Roles
Public servant

Military
Volunteer

Activities
Taxes

Obey Laws
Vote

God and heaven do 
not need our good 

works, but our 
neighbor does!

(~G. Wingren)

Our neighbor is 
anyone in need that 
we have the capacity 

and capability to 
help. (Luke 10.25-37)



What is my life for?

OTHERS!!!

The doctrine of vocation, with its roles of responsibility, 
situates identity within my embeddedness in a human 
community of needy neighbors.

More comprehensive for knowing and understanding 
myself (and others) than narrow identity categories



WE are gifts, with gifts to share
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